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a b s t r a c t

Patients with semantic dementia (SD) have anterior temporal lobe (ATL) atrophy that gives rise to a highly
selective deterioration of semantic knowledge. Despite pronounced anomia and poor comprehension of
words and pictures, SD patients have well-formed, fluent speech and normal digit span. Given the inti-
mate connection between phonological STM and word learning revealed by both neuropsychological
and developmental studies, SD patients might be expected to show good acquisition of new phonolog-
ical forms, even though their ability to map these onto meanings is impaired. In contradiction of these
predictions, a limited amount of previous research has found poor learning of new phonological forms
in SD. In a series of experiments, we examined whether SD patient, GE, could learn novel phonological
sequences and, if so, under which circumstances. GE showed normal benefits of phonological knowledge
in STM (i.e., normal phonotactic frequency and phonological similarity effects) but reduced support from
semantic memory (i.e., poor immediate serial recall for semantically degraded words, characterised by
frequent item errors). Next, we demonstrated normal learning of serial order information for repeated
lists of single-digit number words using the Hebb paradigm: these items were well-understood allow-
ing them to be repeated without frequent item errors. In contrast, patient GE showed little learning of
nonsense syllable sequences using the same Hebb paradigm. Detailed analysis revealed that both GE and
the controls showed a tendency to learn their own errors as opposed to the target items. Finally, we
showed normal learning of phonological sequences for GE when he was prevented from repeating his
errors. These findings confirm that the ATL atrophy in SD disrupts phonological processing for seman-
tically degraded words but leaves the phonological architecture intact. Consequently, when item errors
are minimised, phonological STM can support the acquisition of new phoneme sequences in patients
with SD.

© 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Semantic dementia (SD) is the temporal variant of
frontal–temporal dementia, and is associated with progres-
sive bilateral atrophy and hypometabolism focussed on the
anterior infero-temporal neocortex (Chan et al., 2001; Mummery
et al., 2000; Nestor, Fryer, & Hodges, 2006). Patients with SD show
a highly uniform, progressive and selective disorder of semantic
memory: in a full range of semantic tasks – including picture nam-
ing, verbal and non-verbal comprehension – they show gradual
degradation of the structure of conceptual knowledge, which first
affects fine-grained distinctions between similar entities (e.g.,
breeds of dog) and later erodes more basic semantic knowledge
(e.g., dogs vs. other animals; Bozeat, Lambon Ralph, Patterson,
Garrard, & Hodges, 2000; Lambon Ralph & Patterson, 2008; Rogers
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et al., 2004). In contrast, their perceptual and spatial skills, new
episodic learning, non-verbal reasoning, syntax and phonology
remain largely intact, at least until the later stages of the disease
(Hodges, Patterson, Oxbury, & Funnell, 1992; Snowden, Neary, &
Mann, 1996). This highly selective nature of the disorder allows
researchers to explore the impact of semantic degradation on
language tasks that are not necessarily thought to involve seman-
tic access, such as reading, spelling, past-tense generation and
verbal short-term memory (STM) (e.g., Jefferies, Jones, Bateman,
& Lambon Ralph, 2004; Patterson, Graham, & Hodges, 1994;
Patterson & Hodges, 1992; Patterson et al., 2006).

The status of phonological processing in SD is of particular
relevance to investigations of language and verbal STM. Patients
with SD produce fluent speech which is largely free from phono-
logical errors but which can be relatively empty and/or include
semantic jargon (Kertesz, Jesso, Harciarek, Blair, & McMonagle,
2010). SD patients also perform relatively well on explicit phono-
logical judgement tasks like minimal pairs (detecting that two
phonologically similar words – e.g., cup/cut – are different),
phoneme segmentation tasks (requiring phonemes to be added

0028-3932/$ – see front matter © 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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to or deleted from words) and rhyme generation, although more
severely impaired cases can show mild impairment (Jefferies, Jones,
Bateman, & Lambon Ralph, 2005; Knott, Patterson, & Hodges, 1997;
Knott, Patterson, & Hodges, 2000). SD patients have excellent
phonological STM: they have normal digit span (Jefferies, Patterson,
Jones, Bateman, & Lambon Ralph, 2004) and normal or near-normal
immediate serial recall (ISR) for nonwords (Jefferies et al., 2005;
Majerus, Norris, & Patterson, 2007). They exhibit standard effects
of phonological similarity in ISR – i.e., poorer recall of phonolog-
ically confusable letters such as G, T, B, V, and P, as opposed to
more distinct-sounding items, such as J, M, O, C, and R (Jefferies
et al., 2005; Knott et al., 2000; Majerus et al., 2007; McCarthy &
Warrington, 2001), suggesting that their verbal STM relies heavily
on a phonological code, as it does in healthy individuals (Baddeley,
1966; Conrad, 1964; Conrad & Hull, 1964). Finally, several SD cases
have shown pronounced effects of phonotactic frequency in non-
word recall, i.e., better recall of nonwords comprising phoneme
pairs that are common in the language (Majerus et al., 2007). This
suggests that their verbal STM is supported by long-term phono-
logical knowledge in the normal way.

Despite their good phonological and serial order abilities,
patients with SD make frequent phoneme order errors when
attempting to repeat sequences of words they no longer fully
understand and consequently their word span is severely impaired.
Phonemes typically migrate to the same syllable position in a
neighbouring word, for example, “mint, rug” might be recalled
as “rint, mug” (Hoffman, Jefferies, Eshan, Jones, & Lambon Ralph,
2009; Patterson et al., 1994). This phonological breakdown is more
severe for words that are poorly understood as opposed to items
that are still comprehended relatively well (according to perfor-
mance on semantic tests such as picture naming and word–picture
matching), even when the frequency of words in the two sets
is matched (Jefferies, Jones, et al., 2004; Jefferies et al., 2005;
Jefferies, Patterson, et al., 2004; Knott et al., 1997; Knott et al.,
2000; Majerus et al., 2007). This suggests that semantic knowledge
contributes directly to the stability of phonological information in
STM. Moreover, the excellent digit span abilities of SD patients
may similarly follow from the fact that the magnitude-meaning
of numbers relies on parietal areas spared by the anterior tem-
poral atrophy – consequently, number words continue to receive
semantic support in ISR (Cappelletti, Kopelman, & Butterworth,
2002; Jefferies, Patterson, et al., 2004). Healthy participants pro-
duce phoneme migrations in ISR similar to those seen in SD when
repeating sequences of nonwords that lack support from lexi-
cal/semantic knowledge but such errors are rare in word recall
(e.g., Hoffman et al., 2009; Jefferies, Frankish, & Lambon Ralph,
2006).

This strong association between the availability of semantic
information and phonological disintegration suggests that seman-
tic knowledge contributes to phoneme binding processes that allow
the phonological elements of words to emerge together in the
correct configuration in speech output. The contribution of word
meaning to phonological stability is likely to be especially promi-
nent in tasks like ISR that require the maintenance of multiple items
(Jefferies et al., 2006; Patterson et al., 1994). According to Patterson
et al. (1994), two sources of constraint on phoneme binding emerge
from the interplay of phonology and semantics underpinning
verbal STM and language production more generally. First, the
phonological system itself produces stronger patterns of activation
for familiar sequences of phonemes – this gives rise to phonotactic
frequency effects and contributes to better recall of words com-
pared with nonwords. Secondly, every time a word is spoken or
comprehended, semantic activation co-occurs with phonological
activation. Consequently, activation within the semantic system
provides another constraint on phonological coherence (referred to
as “semantic binding”; see also Jefferies et al., 2006). The phoneme

migration errors in ISR observed in patients with SD reflect a reduc-
tion in this second constraint.

In summary, patients with SD show reduced semantic binding
within the phonological system but largely normal phonological
processing for meaningless items and when semantic activation
is still possible (i.e., for number words and other preserved con-
cepts). Given this neuropsychological profile, we might expect
SD patients to show good learning of new phonological forms,
even if they cannot be readily associated with meanings. There
is ample evidence – both from developmental and neuropsycho-
logical studies – suggesting that the capacity to maintain a novel
string of phonemes in STM underpins long-term learning of new
words (for reviews, see Baddeley, Gathercole, & Papagno, 1998;
Gupta & Tisdale, 2009). Gathercole, Baddeley and colleagues have
repeatedly demonstrated that nonword repetition correlates with
vocabulary size in young children, in both cross-sectional and longi-
tudinal studies: for example, phonological STM capacity at 4 years
of age predicts vocabulary size a year later, even when vocabu-
lary scores at age 4 are taken into account (Gathercole & Baddeley,
1989; Gathercole, Hitch, Service, & Martin, 1997; Gathercole, Willis,
Emslie, & Baddeley, 1992). Recent work has shown that children’s
ability to learn a digit sequence in the Hebb paradigm is related
to nonword learning but not paired-associate learning (Mosse &
Jarrold, 2008). The Hebb paradigm taps incidental learning of ver-
bal serial order information: participants show superior ISR for
repeated as opposed to non-repeated digit sequences, even when
they are unaware that any lists were repeated. Longitudinal stud-
ies have also found that serial order aspects of STM are particularly
critical for vocabulary acquisition in children (as opposed to other
phonological skills; Leclercq & Majerus, 2010).

The same relationships between phonological STM/serial order
capacity and new word learning exist in adults: individuals who are
better at retaining sequences of phonemes are better at acquiring
new items of vocabulary (Gupta, 2003; Majerus, Poncelet, Van der
Linden, & Weekes, 2008). Szmalec, Duyck, Vandierendonck, Mata,
and Page (2009) presented sequences of syllables in a Hebb learning
paradigm and found better recall of repeated sequences that had
become familiar nonwords in healthy adults, leading the authors
to argue that the Hebb paradigm is a laboratory analogue of nat-
uralistic word learning. In addition, stroke patients with specific
deficits in phonological STM show severe impairment when asked
to learn new words. For example, patient PV was able to learn
associations between familiar words but was completely unable
to acquire links between familiar words and foreign vocabulary
(Baddeley, Papagno, & Vallar, 1988), indicating that the retention of
novel sequences of phonemes plays a fundamental role in vocabu-
lary acquisition.

In contrast to phonological STM cases, patients with SD might
be expected to display good learning of novel phoneme sequences
(due to their excellent phonological STM and serial order skills)
yet impaired acquisition of new meanings. However, there is lim-
ited and contradictory research on this topic. Several studies have
found that patients with SD can relearn the names of real objects
and retain these gains over a month or more, especially when they
still possess some semantic or personal knowledge of the trained
items (Green Heredia, Sage, Lambon Ralph, & Berthier, 2008;
Jokel, Rochon, & Anderson, 2010; Jokel, Rochon, & Leonard, 2006;
Snowden & Neary, 2002); however, other research has reported less
success (Graham, Patterson, Pratt, & Hodges, 2001; Henry, Beeson,
& Rapcsak, 2008). Moreover, as all of these studies required patients
to learn both semantic and phonological information, they did not
examine whether SD cases can learn novel phonological sequences
presented in isolation. Only one study to our knowledge has specif-
ically examined the acquisition of new phonological forms in SD.
Using a closed set of nonwords in an ISR task, Majerus et al. (2007)
examined whether two SD patients could learn the phonological
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forms of meaningless items when they were presented in different
orders over a short block of trials. Healthy controls showed some
learning of the items (as evidenced by improved performance over
the block of trials) but the SD participants did not – even though
they demonstrated normal serial order learning for digit sequences
using the Hebb paradigm (see Reilly, Martin & Grossman, 2005, for
a similar study involving repetition of a closed set of words in ISR).

Our study aimed to resolve this puzzle by investigating the cir-
cumstances in which SD patient GE was able to learn new phoneme
sequences. In the first section, we verified that GE showed the
expected pattern of preserved phonological yet degraded semantic
contributions to verbal STM. We contrasted ISR for (i) ‘known’ and
‘semantically degraded’ words (according to picture naming perfor-
mance) and (ii) word and nonword recall. This established whether
GE displayed normal ISR for nonwords, yet phoneme migrations
for semantically degraded words (like previous SD cases). We also
examined the effect of phonotactic frequency on ISR for nonwords,
to determine whether long-term phonological knowledge at the
sublexical level continues to support verbal STM in SD. Experi-
ments 1–4 addressed the more novel question of whether GE could
learn new phonological sequences. Experiment 1 provides a start-
ing point by replicating the nonword learning study of Majerus
et al. (2007) – GE, like the two previously reported patients, was
unable to demonstrate phonological learning in this paradigm.
Experiments 2 and 3 explored whether GE could learn new
sequences of known items (digits) and CV nonwords using the Hebb
paradigm. Experiment 4 employed an error-reducing paradigm
to teach GE nonwords. These experiments together established
whether phonological learning could occur at a normal rate in
patient GE.

2. Participants

Patient GE was a 51-year old man, who left school aged 16. At the
time of the study, he had shown a selective yet worsening deficit
in semantic memory for about four years. An MRI scan revealed
bilateral anterior temporal atrophy that was more marked in the
left hemisphere (Fig. 1). GE showed substantial impairment on a
wide range of semantic tasks employing different input and out-
put modalities, including picture naming, word–picture matching
and judgements of semantic association for pictures and words
(see Table 1). In contrast, he performed within normal limits on
non-semantic tests, including components of the Visual Object
and Space Perception battery (VOSP; Warrington & James, 1991)
and the Raven’s Coloured Progressive Matrices test of non-verbal
reasoning (Raven, 1962). His speech was fluent and without phono-
logical errors, although characterised by word-finding difficulties
(see Appendix A for his description of the ‘cookie theft’ picture,
Goodglass & Kaplan, 1983). His digit span was normal and he per-
formed relatively well on explicit phonological judgement tasks
(see Table 1). In line with other SD patients, he also showed a sub-
stantial effect of phonological similarity on letter recall (see Table 1;
Jefferies et al., 2005).

In our experimental tasks, GE was compared with eight healthy
control participants aged 51–61 (mean = 57 years), who left formal
education between the ages of 15 and 18. There were four females
and four males.

3. Methods across experiments

3.1. Procedure for immediate serial recall experiments

Items for ISR were spoken by the experimenter at a rate of one per second. Par-
ticipants attempted to recall the items immediately in serial order. Responses were
audio recorded for later transcription. Each response was coded as either correct, an
order error (i.e., a target item in the wrong position in the sequence) or an item error
(not a target item). When participants produced fewer responses than the number
of items in the sequence, omissions were positioned to maximise the number of

Fig. 1. MRI of patient GE.

items scored as correct (for example, the sequence 8, 1, 4, 6, 2 recalled as “8, 4, 6, 2”
would be transcribed as 8, blank, 4, 6, 2, rather than treating the final three items as
order errors).

3.2. Statistical analysis

We used independent t-tests (or ANOVA for factorial designs) to examine the
influence of experimental manipulations on GE’s ISR accuracy (i.e., the number of
items recalled in the correct sequence per list), treating lists as cases. We used the
“singlims” procedure (Crawford & Garthwaite, 2002) to determine the extent to
which GE was impaired in each condition: this method uses a modified t-statistic
to examine whether an individual is significantly below control performance, tak-
ing into account variation and sample size for the control group. We also used the
Revised Standardised Difference Test (RSDT; Crawford & Garthwaite, 2005), which
uses modified t-tests to establish whether the difference between two experimental
conditions or tasks is significantly greater/smaller for a patient than controls. This
method expresses performance on the two conditions as standardised scores and
takes into account the size of the control sample and the correlation between the
two measures being compared. All p values are one-tailed unless otherwise stated.

4. Influences of semantic and phonological knowledge on
ISR

To establish whether GE showed relatively normal STM for
phonological information but impaired semantic support for ISR,
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Table 1
Neuropsychological test scores.

Max. GE Controls

M s.d.

Semantic Picture naming 64 13a 62.3 1.6
Word–picture matching 64 32a 63.7 0.5
Pyramids and Palm Trees: Pictures 52 35a 51.2 1.4
Pyramids and Palm Trees: Words 52 34a 51.1 1.1
Synonym judgement 96 63a 93.1 2.5

Phonological/STM PALPA 9: Word repetition 80 78 78.8 1.4
PALPA 8: Nonword repetition 30 29 NA
Digit span: Forwards – 7 6.8 0.9
Digit span: Backwards – 4 4.7 1.2
PALPA 2: Minimal pairs – words 72 72 70.4 2.7
PALPA 1: Minimal pairs – nonwords 72 65 70.8 2.4
Phoneme segmentation: Addition 48 44 NA
Phoneme segmentation: Deletion 48 43 NA
Rhyme judgement 48 47 NA
Rhyme production 24 24 NA
ISR: Phonologically distinct letters 40 40 38.6 1.8
ISR: Phonologically similar letters 40 27 33.1 3.8

Visual/executive VOSP: Dot counting 10 10 NA
VOSP: Position discrimination 20 20 NA
VOSP: Number location 10 9 NA
VOSP: Cube analysis 10 10 NA
Rey figure immediate copy 36 35 34.0 2.9
Coloured Progressive Matrices 36 33 NA –

a Impaired performance. NA: not available. Max: maximum score. Naming and word–picture matching from Bozeat et al. (2000). Pyramids and Palm Trees test of semantic
association from Howard and Patterson (1992). Synonym judgement from Jefferies, Patterson, Jones, and Lambon Ralph (2009). PALPA: Psycholinguistic Assessments of
Language Processing in Aphasia (Kay, Lesser, & Coltheart, 1992). Phoneme segmentation and rhyme judgement/production tasks from Patterson and Marcel (1992). ISR for
phonologically distinct and similar letters from Jefferies et al. (2005) – involved ISR for four-letter lists (e.g., R, J, F, L vs. D, P, B, E). VOSP: Visual Object and Space Perception
battery (Warrington & James, 1991). Non-verbal reasoning assessed using Coloured Progressive Matrices test (Raven, 1962).

we examined his recall of nonwords and words classified as well-
understood or more semantically degraded. We also examined
retention of nonwords sequences with high or low phonotactic fre-
quency (i.e., phoneme combinations that occur commonly or rarely
in English). Majerus et al. (2007) found that two SD patients showed
a normal influence of phonotactic frequency on nonword ISR, sug-
gesting that although the contribution of semantic knowledge to
verbal STM is greatly eroded, phonological knowledge continues
to support ISR in a normal way.

4.1. ISR for known and degraded words and nonwords

4.1.1. Method
Words were categorized as ‘known’ or ‘semantically degraded’ using picture

naming: ‘known’ words were named correctly by GE on two separate occasions,
while ‘degraded’ words were named incorrectly both times. These word sets,
containing twenty items each, were matched for frequency and syllable length. Non-
words were generated from the ‘known’ and ‘degraded’ words by replacing the first
phoneme. GE was presented with word lists containing 3–5 items, while controls
were tested on 4–6 words per trial. For the nonwords, both GE and the controls were
given lists containing 3–5 items per trial. There were 24 trials at each list length. For
one control, half the trials at each length were not tested due to experimenter error.

4.1.2. Results
Fig. 2 shows the percentage of words recalled in the correct posi-

tion by GE and the controls. An independent samples t-test revealed
that GE recalled significantly more known than degraded items,
t(70) = 3.2, p = .002 (combining list lengths 3, 4 and 5 and treat-
ing lists as cases). At list length 4, GE’s recall was mildly impaired
for known words, relative to the control sample (t(7) = 2.2, p = .04)
and more substantially impaired for degraded words (t(7) = 4.5,
p = .001). At list length 5, however, GE showed substantial impair-
ment for both known and degraded words (t(8) > 3.3, p < .006).
When all list lengths were combined (i.e., 3–5 words for GE;
4–6 words for controls), GE did not show a significantly greater
difference between the known and degraded items than the con-

trols (t(7) < 1). Nevertheless, he did show this pattern when he
was directly compared with control performance on list length 4
(t(7) = 2.1, p = .04).

Fig. 3 shows the percentage of words and nonwords recalled in
the correct position by GE and the controls. Independent samples
t-tests revealed that GE continued to show a significant lexical-
ity effect (combining list lengths 3, 4 and 5 and treating lists as
cases). His nonword recall was poorer than his recall of both known
words (t(106) = 7.4, p < .0001) and semantically degraded words
(t(106) = 4.1, p < .0001). Nevertheless, in contrast to his severe
impairment of word recall, GE’s ISR for nonwords was only mildly
impaired. He showed no impairment of nonword recall relative
to controls at list length 3 (t(7) = 1.3, p = .12), mild impairment
that approached significance at list length 4 (t(7) = 1.6, p = .07) and
abnormal performance at length 5 (t(7) = 2.3, p = .03). The size of
the lexicality effect was significantly reduced for GE relative to the
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mean. GE known: items that were relatively preserved for patient GE. GE degraded:
items that were more semantically degraded. The same sets of words were presented
to controls (giving rise to ‘Controls known’ and ‘Controls degraded’).
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Fig. 3. Recall of words and nonwords. Error bars show SE of mean.

controls (t(7) = 5.0, p = .002, combining lengths 4 and 5), in line with
the proposal that patients with SD show reduced lexical/semantic
support for STM. GE also exhibited no difference in recall accu-
racy between nonwords derived from known and degraded words,
t(70) < 1.

4.1.3. Error analysis
Incorrect responses were initially classified as order errors (i.e.,

target items produced in the wrong place in the sequence) and item
errors (i.e., responses that were not target items at all). Item errors
were further classified as phonological (sharing 50% or more of the
phonemes from one of the targets), semantic (related in meaning to
one of the targets), intrusions (targets from earlier lists) and repeti-
tions (items produced earlier in the same list). Errors not fitting into
any of these categories were classified as unrelated (i.e., less than
50% of phonemes shared). We also examined whether each phono-
logical and unrelated error was a word or not. Positions without a
response were marked as omissions.

There were few order errors; consequently the analysis below
focuses on types of item error (see Table 2). GE showed a significant
difference in his errors to known and degraded words, �2(3) = 10.2,
p = .02, N = 78. This analysis collapsed intrusions, repetitions and
semantic errors into a single category and compared this with
phonological errors, unrelated responses and omissions. Analysis
of the standardised residuals suggested that GE made fewer phono-
logical and more intrusion/semantic errors for known as opposed to
degraded items (residuals = −1.5 and 2 respectively). When errors
within these four categories were directly compared for GE and
controls (summed across individuals in the control group and col-

Table 2
Errors to known and degraded words.

GE Controls

M s.d.

Known Phonological 15.4 4 3.5
Unrelated 15.4 5 7.6
Omission 42.3 34 26.8
Other 26.9 57 26.3

Degraded Phonological 40.4a 11 12.1
Unrelated 21.2a 2 2.9
Omission 32.7 37 22.6
Other 5.8 50 15.7

Nonwords Phonological 50.5 71 11.7
Unrelated 32.8a 15 8.1
Omission 16.7 10 10.9
Other 0 4 2.6

This table shows each error type as a percentage of total errors.
a Cells in which the standardised residuals exceeded 2 when GE was compared

with controls.

Table 3
Recall of nonwords with high and low phonotactic frequency.

GE Controls

M s.d.

High phonotactic frequency 31.3 67.2 14.5
Low phonotactic frequency 0 41.0 10.5

This table shows percentage of nonwords recalled in the correct position.

lapsing across list lengths), there was a moderate difference in
the error distribution for known words, �2(3) = 9.3, p = .03, N = 145,
and a more much substantial difference for semantically degraded
words, �2(3) = 70.4, p < .0001, N = 264. The standardised residuals
suggested that GE made more phonological and unrelated errors
than the controls (known words: 1.6 and 1.9; degraded words: 4.9
and 4.2) and fewer intrusion/semantic errors in the ‘other’ category
(known words: −1.1; degraded words: −3.7). Finally, we examined
the lexical status of phonological and unrelated errors for word
recall (combining known and degraded word lists) and confirmed
that GE made more nonword errors than the controls, �2(1) = 3.9
with continuity correction, p = .05, N = 74.

GE also showed an abnormal error distribution for nonwords,
�2(2) = 29.6, p < .001, N = 1047 (including phonological, unrelated
errors and omissions; there were very few errors in the ‘other’ cat-
egory, which was dropped from the analysis). While the majority
of nonword errors were phonological for both GE and the controls,
the standardised residuals suggested that GE made more unrelated
responses (3.6) and fewer phonological errors (−2.8) compared
with controls. Therefore, although GE’s recall accuracy was only
mildly impaired for nonwords, his errors preserved a smaller pro-
portion of the target phonology.

4.2. Phonotactic frequency

4.2.1. Method
We replicated the experiment of Majerus et al. (2007) using their CVC nonwords

which varied in phonotactic frequency, defined in terms of biphone frequency (i.e.,
frequent or infrequent CV and VC phoneme pairs). There were four nonwords per
trial and eight trials per condition. Items were not repeated over the course of the
experiment.

4.2.2. Results
Table 3 shows recall accuracy for high and low phonotactic fre-

quency nonwords. An independent samples t-test revealed that GE
recalled significantly more high than low phonotactic frequency
nonwords (t(14) = 3.99, p < .001). Five of the controls also showed
this pattern (t(14) = 2.18–3.38, p = .002–.023). RSDT revealed that
the difference in recall between the high and low phonotactic
frequency nonwords did not differ significantly between GE and
controls (t(7) < 1).

5. Experiment 1: Majerus nonword learning paradigm

To investigate whether SD patients can learn new phonological
forms, Majerus et al. (2007) repeatedly presented two small sets
of five nonwords (one high and one low phonotactic frequency)
for ISR. Each ISR list contained the same items in a different order.
Recall was expected to improve on successive lists as the items
were learned. Although the task was difficult for SD patients and
controls, the healthy participants did show some learning, while the
SD group did not. However, there were only six trials for each set
of items, limiting the opportunity for learning. The current experi-
ment used the same method and items, but presented more trials.

5.1. Method

The two sets each contained five nonwords. One set comprised nonwords with
high phonotactic frequency, while the other contained low phonotactic frequency
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ing paradigm (Experiment 1). Error bars show SE of mean. Initial lists were lists 1–4.
Final lists were lists 6–10.

items. All five nonwords were presented on every trial in a different serial order
for ISR. There were ten trials per set (therefore each item was presented ten times).
Participants were told that the same items would be repeated across lists. Their
errors were not corrected.

5.2. Results

5.2.1. Recall accuracy
To test if learning had occurred, recall accuracy for the first four

trials was compared with the last four trials of each set (i.e., lists
1–4 vs. 6–10; see Fig. 4). Repeated-measures ANOVA of the con-
trol data revealed a significant improvement in recall across the
lists (F(1,7) = 72.2, p < .0001), a near-significant effect of phonotactic
frequency (i.e., set 1 vs. set 2; F(1,7) = 3.9, p = .09) and no significant
interaction. Therefore, subsequent analyses combined data from
the two sets.

Fig. 4 shows the percentage of nonwords recalled by GE and
the controls in the first and last four lists. GE’s recall accuracy
remained at floor and he showed no evidence of improved perfor-
mance across the lists. His recall of the initial lists was moderately
impaired (t(7) = 2.5, p = .02), while his performance on the final lists
was more substantially impaired (t(7) = 3.8, p = .004). RSDT analysis
revealed that GE showed a significantly smaller difference between
the initial and final lists than the controls (t(7) = 2.2, p = .03). There-
fore, in line with the findings of Majerus et al. (2007), GE did not
show normal phonological learning of nonwords that were pre-
sented repeatedly.

5.2.2. Error analysis
There were very few order errors in the Majerus nonword learn-

ing task (only 2% for GE and 8% for controls); in contrast, there were
significant numbers of item errors and omissions. The task provided
substantial opportunity for participants to learn their own errors
(as opposed to the target items) because (i) the ISR method gener-
ated a significant number of errors and (ii) no feedback about the
accuracy of responses was provided. To investigate this possibil-
ity, each incorrect response was categorized according to whether
it was novel or had already been produced by that participant. GE
repeated 35% of his errors and controls displayed a similar pattern
(mean = 41%; s.d. = 8.7). GE showed no difference from the controls
in the proportion of his errors that he repeated (t(7) < 1, n.s.). There-
fore, GE showed normal learning of his errors and this may have
interfered with his ability to learn the target responses.

6. Experiment 2: Hebb learning of digit lists

Given GE’s poor learning of repeatedly presented nonwords in
Experiment 1, it is important to establish whether his sequence
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Fig. 5. Recall of Hebb digit lists (Experiment 2). Error bars show SE of mean.

learning is normal in other contexts. Majerus et al. (2007) reported
that two SD patients showed normal learning of digit sequences
using the Hebb procedure (see below), despite an apparent inability
to learn nonword phonology. Therefore, we investigated whether
GE would show normal learning of digit sequences. Given the excel-
lent comprehension of numbers in SD, this experiment explored
sequence learning for well-understood items.

6.1. Method

Hebb digit lists were presented for ISR. The lists contained single digit numbers
(1–9) in a pseudorandom order (lists containing sequences such as 2, 3, 4, and 5 were
re-randomised). Every third list was repeated, while the other sequences were novel.
GE and controls were not informed about the repetition of sequences but they were
expected to show implicit learning, leading to better recall accuracy for repeated
than non-repeated lists (i.e., a Hebb effect). Each repeated list was presented eight
times and then a block with a new repeated number sequence began. There were
eight blocks in total.

The length of the lists was set according to GE’s digit span. In the span test,
two sequences were presented at each length and span was defined as the longest
length for which one of the lists could be repeated correctly. GE had a digit span of
7 and, therefore, the Hebb digit lists contained eight items per trial (digit span +1).
Five controls also had a digit span of 7 and the remaining three had spans of 5, 8
and 9 respectively. The two controls with the highest spans showed ceiling effects
throughout the experiment and were omitted from the analysis.

Prior to the experiment, we verified that GE showed good comprehension of
number words: he scored 15/15 on both naming and word–picture matching tests
for dot pictures. These tests included harder multi-digit numbers, such as 19 and
50.

6.2. Results

6.2.1. Recall accuracy
The data are shown in Fig. 5. An independent samples t-test

revealed a significant Hebb effect (a recall advantage for repeated
over non-repeated trials) for GE (t(120) = 3.13, p = .001) and for
three of the six controls (t(120) > 2.38, p < .009). GE was not signifi-
cantly impaired at producing either the repeating or non-repeating
lists (t(5) < 1). Moreover, RSDT revealed that the size of the Hebb
effect was equivalent in GE and controls (t(5) < 1).

6.2.2. Error analysis
Table 4 shows the proportion of order errors, item errors and

omissions for repeated and non-repeated trials. When repeating
digit sequences, GE and the controls produced substantial numbers
of order errors as well as omissions and item errors (all of which
were digit names). The proportion of errors in each category did
not differ between GE and the controls (t(5) < 1). GE produced fewer
order errors for repeated than for non-repeated trials (�2(2) = 11.6,
p = .003, N = 275), supporting the conclusion that he was able to
learn the digit sequences.
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Table 4
Errors in Hebb digit and CV nonword lists (Experiments 2 and 3).

GE Controls

Repeating Non-repeating Repeating Non-repeating

M s.d. M s.d.

Digits (Experiment 2)
Order 0.24 0.44 0.47 0.31 0.53 0.24
Item 0.24 0.27 0.23 0.11 0.21 0.10
Omission 0.52 0.29 0.30 0.31 0.27 0.32

CV nonwords (Experiment 3)
Order 0.12 0.05 0.07 0.14 0.03 0.04
Item 0.82 0.85 0.93 0.16 0.92 0.10
Omission 0.05 0.10 0.01 0.02 0.05 0.08

This table shows proportion of errors to repeating and non-repeating lists that were
order errors, item errors and omissions.

7. Experiment 3: Hebb learning of CV nonwords

The contrast between Experiments 1 and 2 poses a puzzle: if
phonological STM and sequence learning are largely preserved in
SD, why does patient GE fail to learn phonological sequences in
the Majerus nonword learning task? The remainder of this study
was focussed on resolving this issue. There are several differences
between Experiments 1 and 2 in task design and materials: (1)
in the Hebb digit experiment, a complete sequence was repeated,
while in the Majerus ISR experiment, the sequence of items was
in a different order. (2) Learning in the Hebb digit experiment was
incidental – participants were typically unaware that sequences
were repeated. In contrast, participants were aware that items were
repeated in the Majerus ISR experiment and, therefore, controls
might have successfully engaged effortful learning strategies that
were impaired in GE. (3) The Hebb experiment presented highly
familiar items (digits), while the Majerus ISR experiment involved
novel items (nonwords). Consequently, while sequence errors were
frequent in the Hebb experiment, participants almost exclusively
produced item errors and omissions in the Majerus ISR experiment.

In the next two experiments, we explored the circumstances in
which GE could and could not learn new verbal sequences. First,
we examined learning of CV nonwords using a Hebb procedure to
allow comparison with Experiment 2. We used a span procedure
to determine list length in both experiments (i.e., Hebb sequences
were set at span +1); therefore task difficulty was broadly equated
for GE across the digit and CV nonword lists. Moreover, the items
in the two experiments were largely equivalent in terms of set
size, item length/complexity and phonological similarity (as the
majority of digit names have a simple CV structure and involve dif-
ferent vowel sounds). As a result, the primary remaining difference
between Experiments 2 and 3 was in the familiarity of the items
(digits vs. nonwords).

7.1. Method

The experiment followed the procedure described for Experiment 2. The lists
comprised the following CV syllables: zee, rarr, gare, tay, kye, cherr, fu, poe. CV
nonword span was determined using the method above and was found to be 3
items for GE: therefore, the Hebb CV lists were four items long. Four controls had a
CV nonword span of 3, two had a span of 4 and two had a span of 5.

7.2. Results

7.2.1. Recall accuracy
The data are shown in Fig. 6. An independent samples t-test

revealed that GE failed to show a significant Hebb effect, t(120) < 1.
Four of the eight controls did show a significant Hebb effect:
t(120) = 3.87–1.69, p = .0001–.047. GE’s recall accuracy was sig-
nificantly impaired for the repeating lists (t(7) = 2.3, p = .03) and
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Fig. 6. Recall of Hebb CV nonword lists (Experiment 3). Error bars show SE of mean.

marginally impaired for the non-repeating lists (t(7) = 1.7, p = .06).
However, RSDT revealed that there was no significant difference in
the size of the Hebb effect for GE and controls (t(7) < 1).

7.2.2. Error analysis
For both GE and the controls, the majority of errors to CV non-

word lists were item errors – there were few order errors in contrast
to the digit lists (see Table 4). Both GE and the controls showed a
highly significant difference between the rates of order, item and
omission errors across the digit and CV nonword sets (collapsing
across repeating and non-repeating lists, GE: �2(2) = 165.2, p < .001,
N = 501; controls: �2(2) = 1085.6, p < .001, N = 2465).

The proportion of errors in each category did not differ between
GE and the controls for CV nonwords (t(7) < 1). The difference in
GE’s errors to repeated and non-repeated items approached sig-
nificance (GE: �2(2) = 5.6, p = .06, N = 226): the largest standardised
residual suggested that there may have been more order errors
for repeated lists (1.7). The controls also showed a significant
difference between repeated and non-repeated lists (�2(2) = 10.7,
p = .005, N = 794): analysis of the standardised residuals suggested
that they made fewer omission errors for the repeated lists (resid-
ual = −2.5), although this error type was uncommon overall.

A more detailed analysis of errors suggested that GE and the con-
trols were learning their own errors. Each incorrect response was
categorized according to whether it was novel or had already been
produced by that participant. A total of 52.8% of GE’s errors were
repeats and controls displayed a similar pattern (mean = 32.9%;
s.d. = 8.82). GE repeated a higher proportion of his errors and this
difference approached significance (t(7) = 2.1, p = .07, two-tailed
test). Therefore, as in other nonword experiments, GE was able to
learn his errors and this may have interfered with his ability to learn
the target responses.
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Fig. 7. Recall accuracy for practiced and unpracticed nonwords using an errorless
learning procedure (Experiment 4). Error bars show SE of mean. U: unpracticed set;
P: practiced set.
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8. Experiment 4: nonword learning in an error-reducing
paradigm

The previous experiment established that learning of unfamiliar
nonwords is not strong or reliable even in healthy subjects using
the Hebb procedure. It seems that the use of novel items in ISR
generated huge potential for item errors, which GE and control
participants were likely to learn instead of the target items. In the
final experiment, therefore, we used an error-reducing learning
procedure (Baddeley & Wilson, 1994; Fillingham, Hodgson, Sage,
& Lambon Ralph, 2003). Participants were initially asked to repeat
single nonwords and any errors were immediately corrected. When
participants could repeat each of the targets correctly, they were
trained on pairs and then triplets of items (again until their per-
formance was virtually flawless). We used the Majerus nonwords
from Experiment 1 to allow direct comparison of learning for this
nonword set via two different methods.

8.1. Method

GE and the controls were trained on two sets of items, each containing five high
phonotactic frequency nonwords also used in Experiment 1 (generated by Majerus
et al., 2007). There were three phases to the procedure: (1) participants were given
a pre-learning ISR baseline test. This involved repeating sequences of items drawn
from the ‘practiced’ or ‘unpracticed’ sets before these items were trained. (2) In a
subsequent session, participants were trained to produce the items in each practiced
set. We used a stepwise procedure to limit the production of errors. First, participants
repeated single items spoken by the experimenter. Once they had provided a correct
response for each item three times, they moved on to trials containing two items.
When three blocks of five nonword pairs had been recalled correctly, they moved on
to three items per trial. If, however, more than one error occurred within a block, the
experimenter returned to one fewer items per trial, before repeating the procedure.
Any errors were immediately corrected. (3) Once the participant had produced three
blocks at list length three with relatively few errors, a post-learning ISR test was
performed. The pre- and post-learning tests involved twenty lists for ISR (ten for
each of the practiced and unpracticed sets). The lists contained four items.

8.2. Results

8.2.1. Recall accuracy
The two sets of practiced and unpracticed items were combined

to increase the number of items in the analysis. ANOVA (treating
lists as cases) was used to examine the influence of two factors on
GE’s recall: experiment phase (pre-learning vs. post-learning ISR)
and practice set (unpracticed vs. practiced). The findings are shown
in Fig. 7. GE showed significant learning, revealed by an interac-
tion between phase and practice set, F(1,76) = 23.4, p < .001, plus
main effects of phase (F(1,76) = 21.1, p < .001) and set (F(1,76) = 6.8,
p = .01). Likewise, the control group showed significant learning:
repeated-measures ANOVA revealed an interaction between phase
and practice set, F(1,7) = 6.4, p = .04, plus a main effect of phase,
F(1,7) = 17.8, p = .004. GE’s ISR performance was within normal
limits on the practiced set after learning (t(7) < 1) but was other-
wise significantly impaired (t(7) > 2.2, p < .03). Nevertheless, RSDT
revealed that GE and controls showed a comparable degree of learn-
ing: they showed an equivalent difference between the pre- and
post-learning phases for the practiced set (t(7) = 1.0, n.s.).

8.2.2. Error analysis
There were few order errors for both GE and the controls

(approximately 1% of errors were of this type); therefore, this anal-
ysis examined item errors. There were no significant differences in
the numbers of phonological, unrelated and omission errors made
by GE and controls in the pre-and post-learning tests for prac-
ticed items, indicating that training did not have a strong effect
on the types of errors (�2(2) < 1, N = 96 for GE and 394 for con-
trols). Both GE and the controls mainly produced phonological and
unrelated responses – omissions of items were relatively uncom-
mon. However, GE did show an abnormal error distribution for the

practiced nonwords when compared with controls (pre-learning
test: �2(2) = 14.1, p = .001, N = 333; post-learning test: �2(2) = 10.1,
p = .006, N = 144). Analysis of the standardised residuals suggested
that, in line with ISR for known/degraded items, GE made more
unrelated errors than controls (residuals for pre- and post-learning
tests were 3.1 and 2.6 respectively).

9. Discussion

We investigated the ability of SD patient GE to maintain and
learn phonological sequences under different circumstances, in
order to examine the relationship between working memory (WM)
and long-term phonological learning. Like previously studied cases
(see Jefferies et al., 2005), GE showed good immediate serial recall
(ISR) for meaningless nonwords and well-understood items such
as number words (whose magnitude meanings were unaffected by
GE’s anterior temporal lobe atrophy). This suggests that the STM
processes that maintain phonological information were largely
spared. However, GE showed a reduced semantic contribution to
ISR, resulting in poorer recall of semantically degraded than better
understood words. He produced frequent phonological and unre-
lated errors in word recall, particularly for items he no longer fully
understood. He also showed a reduced lexicality effect because he
made numerous phonological and unrelated errors to both words
and nonwords, while healthy participants predominantly made
these errors to nonwords. These findings indicate that GE showed
the same profile of strengths and weaknesses in verbal STM as pre-
viously studied SD patients (e.g., Hoffman et al., 2009; Jefferies,
Jones, et al., 2004; Jefferies et al., 2005; Knott et al., 1997; Patterson
et al., 1994).

Despite GE’s substantial impairment in word ISR, several exper-
imental findings supported the conclusion that his phonological
STM was operating relatively normally (at least for meaningless
and semantically preserved items). He showed normal effects of
phonological similarity on letter recall – i.e., poorer recall of phono-
logically confusable letters such as G, T, B, V, and P, as opposed
to more distinct-sounding items, such as J, M, O, C, and R – sug-
gesting that he continued to use a phonological code to support
ISR (see also Jefferies et al., 2005; Knott et al., 2000; Majerus
et al., 2007; McCarthy & Warrington, 2001). In addition, he showed
normal effects of phonotactic frequency in nonword ISR: he was
better at repeating sequences of nonwords that contained com-
mon phoneme combinations, as opposed to unusual arrangements
of phonemes (see also Majerus et al., 2007). This finding shows
that GE’s verbal STM was able to benefit from long-term phono-
logical knowledge, even though other facets of long-term linguistic
knowledge (i.e., lexical–semantic information) only made a limited
contribution to ISR.

The pattern shown by patient GE – i.e., good phonological
retention but phonological errors during ISR for semantically
degraded words – can be readily explained within the theoreti-
cal framework put forward by Patterson et al. (1994). Patterson
and colleagues proposed that verbal STM emerges from inter-
actions between phonological and semantic representations and
that each of these systems provides an important source of con-
straint on phonological maintenance. According to this and related
viewpoints, the phonological system – characterised as emerg-
ing from interactions between speech perception and production
– underpins the maintenance of phonological sequences in STM
(Acheson & MacDonald, 2009; Jacquemot & Scott, 2006). This same
system develops pattern-completion properties for phonological
sequences that are presented frequently – i.e., it captures long-
term sub-lexical and lexical-phonological knowledge, giving rise to
phonotactic frequency effects and contributing to lexicality effects
in ISR and speech production (Acheson & MacDonald, 2009). As
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the phonological system is intact in SD, patients show (i) normal
phonological production, (ii) preserved phonological maintenance
in STM and (iii) an intact ability to benefit from long-term phono-
logical knowledge in ISR tasks.

In contrast, SD patients show a reduction in the second source
of constraint on phonological maintenance, arising from the inter-
action between semantics and phonology. Patterson et al. (1994)
refer to this as “semantic binding” (see also Jefferies et al., 2006).
In essence, bidirectional links between the semantic and phono-
logical systems ensure that phonological representations of words
and their corresponding meanings are co-activated during speech
comprehension and production. In healthy participants, this allows
word span to be greater than nonword span because ongoing acti-
vation of a word’s meaning places strong constraints on the identity
and ordering of its phonemes. When these semantic constraints are
reduced – for example, when SD patients attempt to recall seman-
tically degraded words – frequent phoneme migrations occur.
Although semantic binding is critically important in demanding
tasks like ISR which require the phonology of several items to be
maintained simultaneously, it is also at play during phonological
production more widely, in line with the framework above. Never-
theless, the spontaneous speech of SD patients remains largely free
from phonological errors, presumably because (i) patients rarely
attempt to produce words that are poorly understood (whereas
they can be provided with the phonology of these items in ISR) and
(ii) the context supports activation of residual meanings for the
words SD patients produce in conversation.

We then considered the consequences of this language profile –
i.e., intact phonological architecture combined with eroded seman-
tic binding – for the long-term learning of phonological sequences
in SD in four experiments. Although SD patients would presum-
ably show severe impairment in new word learning, since this
requires the formation of links between phonological forms and
semantic representations (and possibly also new semantic learn-
ing; see Murray, Koenig, Antani, McCawley, & Grossman, 2007), we
might expect individuals with SD to show largely normal long-term
learning of phonological sequences if this ability relies on the same
mechanisms as phonological STM. Many neuropsychological and
developmental studies have pointed to a causal link between these
two skills (see Introduction), yet the issue of whether SD patients
can learn new phonological forms has scarcely been investigated.
Moreover, Majerus et al. (2007) found that two cases with SD failed
to show improvement when they were repeatedly presented with
the same nonwords for ISR, despite showing normal incidental
learning of digit sequences in the Hebb learning paradigm. This pat-
tern of findings is surprising because the patients were attempting
to learn meaningless phonological forms and thus intact phonologi-
cal STM might be expected to be sufficient for normal performance
(however, see below for other possibilities).

We replicated the findings of Majerus et al. (2007) in our patient
GE (Experiments 1 and 2) and then explored the circumstances
in which GE did and did not show normal learning of phonolog-
ical sequences. Two key findings emerged: (1) GE demonstrated
normal long-term learning of serial order information when he
was presented with sequences of highly familiar, semantically
intact items such as number words (Experiment 2). In contrast,
he did not show significant learning of CV nonwords in the same
experimental paradigm, even when task difficulty, phonological
similarity/complexity and set size were broadly equated (Exper-
iment 3). This suggests that long-term sequence learning is partly
dependent on semantic binding – GE was only able to learn
sequences of highly coherent items for which phoneme migration
and phoneme identity errors were rare. Healthy controls also found
it challenging to learn sequences of nonwords because, like GE, they
made frequent phonological errors to these items. In line with this
explanation, order errors (i.e., target items recalled in the wrong

place in the sequence) were frequent for digit lists (Experiment 2)
but rare for nonwords (Experiment 3), for both GE and controls. For
digit lists, participants had to learn the order of highly familiar and
phonologically strong items – and consequently, when they made
errors, they often misremembered the order of the items in the
list. For unfamiliar nonwords, in contrast, the greatest demands on
serial order were in maintaining the sequence of phonemes within
and between items – consequently GE and the controls frequently
produced phoneme migrations (as well as phoneme identity errors)
resulting in ‘item’ errors that interfered with their ability to learn
the target items.

(2) GE showed much better long-term learning of nonwords in
tasks designed to minimise the opportunity to make errors. He
failed to acquire nonwords in experiments that relied on ISR in
the learning phase, even when very small set sizes were used and
each nonword was presented frequently (Experiments 1 and 3).
Error analyses suggested that, in these experiments, GE and the
controls showed a tendency to learn their own errors as opposed
to the target items (see Couture, Lafond, & Tremblay, 2008, for
related findings). Therefore, GE showed phonological learning (of
his errors) which did not produce improvements in recall accuracy.
In contrast, he showed much better performance – i.e., substantial
learning that did not differ from controls – when a stepwise proce-
dure was used to train individual items and then pairs in a relatively
errorless fashion (Experiment 4).

These findings suggest that while intact phonological STM is nec-
essary for the acquisition of new phonological forms, this capacity is
not always sufficient for normal learning. Since the semantic bind-
ing of phonology provides a basis for the prevention of item errors
in verbal STM, conceptual knowledge can facilitate verbal sequence
learning (as in Experiments 2 vs. 3 employing digits and CV non-
words). In addition, the fact that an error-reducing paradigm led
to better learning of meaningless phonological forms in GE sug-
gests that the ATL region, which is the focus of atrophy in SD, might
play a wider role in controlling errors in ISR and verbal learning.
Although the items to be learned were meaningless, GE made sig-
nificantly more phonological errors than control participants across
the experiments, especially on longer lists, and he also made more
substantial errors (i.e., more unrelated as opposed to phonological
errors in several experiments). This impairment of nonword ISR
appears to have had notable consequences for the nonword learn-
ing tasks: for example, GE may have been significantly impaired on
the phonological learning paradigm used in Experiment 1 because
his failure to repeat these items correctly would have severely lim-
ited his opportunity to learn the nonwords, relative to controls.

What might account for GE’s difficulties repeating longer lists
of nonwords? It seems unlikely that GE’s atrophy was starting
to encroach on phonological regions, given that (i) he continued
to have fluent, well-formed speech largely free from phonolog-
ical errors, and (ii) he showed normal effects of phonological
similarity and phonotactic frequency in ISR. Therefore, given
the intimate connection between semantics and phonology, it is
possible that short-term retention and long-term learning of mean-
ingless phonological sequences cannot proceed normally in the
face of substantial semantic degradation in SD (especially when
sequences exceed the capacity of phonological STM; see Jefferies
et al., 2005). In other words, healthy participants might ordinar-
ily recruit lexical/semantic representations to support nonword
ISR/learning in a way that is not available to SD patients.

Experimental investigations of healthy participants have shown
that nonword recall is influenced by lexical as well as sub-
lexical knowledge: nonwords with more real-word neighbours
are recalled better than those with fewer neighbours, even when
phonotactic frequency is held constant (Roodenrys & Hinton, 2002;
Thorn & Frankish, 2005). Within the semantic binding frame-
work above (Patterson et al., 1994), this lexical-level effect on
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nonword recall could partially arise from the phonological layer
but might also draw on interactions with the semantic system.
The nonword “lat”, for example, might benefit from similar-
ity with the phonological neighbours “hat”, “lot” and “lad” –
their activation would strengthen phonological elements dupli-
cated in the target (and across all of the neighbours, this would
strengthen the entire target). Additionally, Thorn and Frankish
(2005) noted that phonological representations of nonwords might
activate lexical–semantic representations of word neighbours –
by this mechanism, nonwords with large neighbourhoods would
be strengthened by more lexical–semantic connections, leading to
superior recall. Patients with SD would presumably retain fewer
lexical–semantic connections, potentially resulting in mild impair-
ment of nonword recall. In line with these ideas, semantically
impaired patients (including those with SD) can show poorer ISR for
nonwords that are phonologically similar to semantically degraded
as opposed to better-understood words (Caza, Belleville, & Gilbert,
2002; Jefferies et al., 2005).

It is also interesting to consider these findings within a con-
ceptual framework proposed by Knott and Marslen-Wilson (2001),
which examines the role of the medial temporal lobe (MTL) in
binding together semantic and phonological representations dur-
ing word learning and supra-span ISR. According to this view,
ISR tasks automatically activate phonological and semantic rep-
resentations – therefore direct connections between these cortical
representations are vital for the recall of familiar words (as pro-
posed above). However, for long lists that exceed the capacity of
phonological STM, MTL structures play an important role by rapidly
associating semantic knowledge with the appropriate phonologi-
cal form. Moreover, in new word learning, associations acquired by
the MTL are crucial until the process of consolidation, when direct
connections between semantic and phonological representations
can be formed. In patients with SD, there is disruption not only of
direct interactions between semantics and phonology; in the face
of severe semantic degradation, the MTL can no longer form rapid
associations between phonological forms and semantic represen-
tations. Given that healthy participants draw on lexical/semantic
representations to support supra-span ISR and learning of non-
words, a loss of semantic input to the MTL might contribute to GE’s
difficulties in both the repetition of longer nonword sequences and
the nonword learning tasks.

In conclusion, this study found that although patient GE showed
impaired nonword learning in some contexts, normal acquisition
of phonological sequences could occur when the production of
item errors was minimised in one of two ways. First, sequence
learning was substantial for familiar, semantically intact items but
much poorer for nonwords, suggesting that semantic binding can
facilitate sequence learning by preventing item errors. Secondly,
nonword learning was greatly improved by the use of a step-
wise training procedure that minimised the production of item
errors. In contrast, nonword learning was negligible in training
tasks that relied on error-prone ISR. Therefore, although semantic
impairment may disrupt processing within the phonological sys-
tem (giving rise, for example, to frequent phonological errors in
ISR for semantically degraded words), SD patients retain the ability
to learn new phonological sequences, as predicted by their intact
phonological STM and relatively preserved MTL.
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Appendix A. GE’s description of the ‘Cookie Theft’ picture

“. . . this is obviously where you do your washing, but the water’s
coming out all on to the floor! Isn’t it like, it’s where you do
your washing in your . . . um, you know, your what’s-its-name,
in there, where you make your cook, you know when you do
your cooking and things like that. So this is where you do your
washing and your washing’s falling out all over, and I’m just
amazed with that – I can tell why she’s not smiling! ‘Cause like I
said, this is where you put your stuff in, and this where you put in
to your cooking place, and then this person up here, I’m amazed
why he’s not fell, ‘cause he’s only, he’s slipped-ed back slightly
while he’s picking up some food, ‘cause he’s getting some food
from there to put it down, to help it with the other one, ‘cause
this is again where you open them up and this is where you store
your food. . .”
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